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ISP Newsletter
Composition of the ISP Editorial Board
As per July 1st, 2019, Dr. Ir. P.R. Wellens of TU Delft has been appointed as Editorin- Chief of the ISP Journal. He succeeds Prof. Dr. Ir. A.P. van ‘t Veer who left TU
Delft to take up a senior position at the Maritime Research Institute Netherlands
(MARIN).

ISP Volume 66, Issue 2
ISP Volume 66, issue 2 of 2019, contains articles on ship added resistance in
waves, optimization of thruster locations on offshore vessels, application of plastics
for non-structural components of marine engines as well as an article on distributed
energy resources in cruise ships. More extensive summaries, as well as the full
articles can be found on https://content.iospress.com/journals/internationalshipbuilding-progress/66/2.

Experimental assessment of effects of bowwave breaking on added resistance for the fast
ship
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The linear relationship between the pressure and the relative wave elevation on the
hull surface is a prominent factor to be reconsidered in relation to the uncertainty of
the added resistance. An evaluation method is proposed to access the nonlinear
relationship between the hull pressure and the relative wave elevation, which has a
decisive influence on the added resistance evaluation. This method is used to
experimentally investigate the effect of bow-wave breaking of the fast displacement
ship in waves. The results show that the nonlinearity between relative wave
elevation and hull surface pressure due to the plunging breaking of a bow wave is
intuitively detected using the proposed analytical tool. This study provides important
insight into the nonlinear relationship between relative wave elevation and added
resistance. In addition, the findings provide a better understanding of the process
of plunging breaking of bow waves.
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Optimal thruster location on offshore DP vessels
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During a design- or conversion process of an offshore vessel, the DP system is
usually not one of the primary constraints for the general arrangement of the vessel.
Usually the location of the thrusters is driven by the available internal spaces, i.e.
the thruster positions are not optimized to the maximum capability. Therefore, it is
considered worthwhile to study in more detail thruster arrangements aimed to
maximize the capability of the vessel to keep position with a certain amount of
installed power. In the present work a procedure aimed to find optimal thruster
locations on the hull during the early design stage is presented. Using a quasi-static
approach for DP capability evaluation, an optimization procedure based on a
genetic algorithm has been developed, considering the constraints given by the
vessel geometry. The method is applied to a test case, being a typical offshore
vessel, where the original layout is compared with two possible optimized
configurations.

Design of non-structural components for marine
engines
based
on
nano-engineered
thermoplastic polymers
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Metallic alloys play a leading role in marine engine construction. To reduce cost and
weights, there is a constant need for new, high-performance materials for the
production of non-structural components of marine engines. Nano-engineered
thermo-plastic polymers (NETP’s) are ideal alternatives, allowing for additional
benefits (e.g. simplified maintenance and inspection operations). The application of
plastic-based materials also contributes to environmental sustainability, both in
terms of component production process and recyclability. The use of these
materials in marine engine design requires computer multiscale simulations to tailorfit their molecular structure in order to achieve the expected performances required
by specific, advanced functions. For the introduction of non-structural plastic
components in marine engines a specific rule framework still has to be defined. In
this paper a certification procedure is proposed and applied to the case of plastic
cylinder head cover, starting from the analysis of the rule framework currently used
for metallic alloys.
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Shipboard distributed energy resources:
Motivations, challenges and possible solutions
in the cruise ship arena
To increase the efficiency of ships IMO regulations have been issued such as the
Energy Efficiency Design Index (EEDI) and the Ship Energy Efficiency Management
Plan (SEEMP). Several approaches and technologies adopted in land-based
engineering in the field of energy efficiency can also be advantageous for marine
applications. This is the case of the Distributed Energy Resources (DER) solution
applied in land-based microgrids, which increases both the system’s efficiency and
reliability. In this paper, a DER system is considered for a cruise ship, aiming at
superior performance in terms of safety and energy efficiency. Number, typology,
size and integration on board of the generation units are defined in relation to
aspects of zonal independence, electrical load, weights, volumes, fuel tanks, supply
systems and auxiliaries, with the least possible impact on commercially valuable
space and a special focus on the fuel cells technology. The critical issues in relation
with the present safety rules and the whole ship design process are addressed as
a fundamental aspect.

ISP issues in 2019
For 2019 four issues of ISP have been scheduled. The first issue (March) was a
special issue, containing extensions of selected papers of the NAV2018
conference, held in Trieste, Italy in June 2018. The second issue (June) was a
regular issue and the third (September) issue will also be a regular issue. The fourth
issue (December) will be a special issue on the application of hydrogen in the marine
field.

Next meeting of the Editorial Board
The next meeting of the Editorial Board has been scheduled for October 14th , at
the TU Delft, The Netherlands.

Upcoming conferences, meetings and training
courses
Overviews of relevant conferences, exhibitions, meetings and training courses can
be found on:
http://www.marin.nl/web/Events
https://www.rina.org.uk/RINA_Events
http://www.sname.org/events/calendar
http://www.swzonline.nl/events-calendar.

